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Fill in the correct from :

had
Last week Toni ________
(have) a bad day. In the morning he ________
went (go)
to the kitchen and ________
looked (look) for some food for his cat
but the cupboard ________
(be) empty.
was
His hungry cat ________
stared (stare) up at him and he ________
knew (know)
he ________
(have) to do something quickly.
had
hurried (hurry) to the shop to buy some cat food but his cat´s favourite brand
He ________
was
________
(be) sold out.
So he _________
(have) to catch a bus into the city.
had
After buying the food, he ________
(wait) an hour for a taxi which took him home. When he
waited
went
finally ________
(get) home and _________
(go) back into the kitchen,
got
left
he ________
(leave) the cat food in the taxi.
realized (realize) that he had __________
So the cat ________
(have) to eat sausages instead
had

went
My family and I ________
(go) to a restaurant yesterday.
We ________
drove (drive) around the parking lot for 30 minutes looking for a space.
When we ________
(is) almost full.
was
stepped (step) into the restaurant, we noticed that it ______
A waiter ________
showed (show) us to a table near the kitchen door.
was
It ________
(is) not a very nice dinner
because every two minutes a waiter _________
(run) through the kitchen door
ran
smelled (smell) of fish.
and the air around us ________
I ________
ordered (order) a pizza, but it ________
didn´t (don´t) taste very nice.
Afterwards we ________
(is) all very glad to get home.
were
hadn‘t (haven´t) eaten enough at the restaurant, we all __________
decided
As we ________
(decide) to have
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an ice cream.
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